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Cynthia went forward with a face full of questions.

Although the pills were shiny and round, looking extraordinary, she did not sense the existence of true

energy.

“No, these are Spirit Nurturing Pills. I have other uses for it…”

Leon gently explained while taking a white jade bottle and placing all the Spirit Nurturing Pills in them.

The Spirit Nurturing Pills were of no use to martial artists. It was pointless to leave it for the Shears, so he would keep it for

himself.

“Then, you should quickly make the Energy Nurturing Pills. I’m still waiting to witness it,” Cynthia urged rather anxiously. She

wanted to see if the Energy Nurturing Pills could truly increase the true energy power

level.

“Be patient. I’ll do it right now.” Leon smiled. Then, he cleaned off any residue in the pot before placing another shrub of the

three–hundred–year–old fleece flower root inside and started making Energy Nurturing Pills.

Buzz!

About half an hour later, the second pot of Energy Nurturing Pills was done!

Compared to the Spirit Nurturing Pills, the Energy Nurturing Pills‘ condition were much better. He made more than 120 pills.

Using the same three–hundred–year–old shrub of fleece flower root as the main ingredient, the Energy Nurturing Pills produced

were double of the Spirit Nurturing Pills. That was enough to explain that spiritual energy was purer and rarer than true energy.

“Are these the Energy Nurturing Pills?” Cynthia was a little spirited. She could vaguely feel the energy fluctuations in the Energy

Nurturing Pills. She could not hide the delight on her face.

Even Benedict and Harvey were stunned. They came over.

“It is the Energy Nurturing Pill! I can sense the pure true energy inside the pill! The name lives up to its reputation!” Benedict

chuckled happily.

Previously, he was still a little worried that Leon exaggerated the effects of the Energy Nurturing Pill. However, at that moment,

he was finally relieved.

“I wonder how well it works!” Harvey was excited as well.

“Let me try one!” Cynthia was eager to try. She was to be the first person to try it.

“Sure,” Leon said and nodded.

Receiving his permission, Cynthia eagerly retrieved an Energy Nurturing Pill and swallowed it down.

The pill melted in her mouth immediately, instantly becoming a warm flow of true energy, traveling throughout her body. She felt

extremely comfortable wherever the energy flowed in her body.

“Cynthia, how do you feel?” Leon asked.

This was the first time he made Energy Nurturing Pills. He did not know how effective it was.

Of course, Benedict and Harvey were concerned about this issue too. The three of them looked at Cynthia with curiosity in their

eyes.

“It works very well! It tastes sweet and melts immediately in your mouth. Inside, there is very pure true energy. I only took one pill

and I feel as if my power level is showing signs of a breakthrough,” Cynthia said excitedly.

Her power level has already reached peak Acquired State three or four years ago. At that moment, it was indeed time to have a

breakthrough. She was just lacking the opportunity.

The Energy Nurturing Pill was the opportunity. After consuming the pill, her bottleneck challenges seemed to loosen up. She

guessed that she would soon break through to the Innate State!

“Let me take a few more and see. Maybe I could have a breakthrough immediately!” Cynthia was too anxious to achieve her

dreams. She did not think and grabbed a dozen pills and chomped them down.

“No…” Leon was shocked. He reached his hand out to stop her, but he was too late.

The pills melted and Cynthia already consumed them.

“Leon, what is it? Will there be a problem?” Cynthia finally realized that something was wrong and looked at Leon with confusion.

“Of course, there is! Your power level is too low. For an Energy Nurturing Pill like this, you only need to take one every three

days. You consumed so many pills at once. How could your body possibly take it…”
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